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By Paul Reed

Smarter Communities

Among the significant political issues that have
marked the opening years of this new century in
Canada has been widening acknowledgement that
our cities and urban communities require greater
attention and resources. They are where the major-
ity of Canadians live, and more than few have been
changing in ways their citizens never anticipated or
desired. A central concern in discussions about a
new deal for Canada’s urban communities is
infrastructure – the array of facilities and arrange-
ments that sustain a valued quality of life and
provide a basis for robust economic activity.

Conventionally, infrastructure is thought to comprise

tangibles, such as roads, water and sewer systems, electric power

grids, and telecommunications networks. Yet it also entails less

concrete but no less important entities such as public institutions

(schools, hospitals, agencies of law) and regulatory systems

(public health standards and enforcement, for example).

This issue of is premised on the idea that an

unrecognized component of infrastructure is public

information – reliable measures of diverse social, economic, and

political conditions, along with the organizational apparatus that

generates that information. Healthy communities large and small

need as never before the capacity to acquire or create and use

information. There is a need, in other words, for

.

Over the past half-century, national governments have come

to recognize the imperative for strategic information about their

social and economic state of affairs. Virtually every major nation

possesses a statistical information system and infrastructure that

provides an ongoing flow of such information. Institutions and

organizations now understand they can function effectively in a

complex and dynamic environment only if they have the capacity

to acquire and utilize“strategic intelligence.”

In similar fashion, growing numbers of cities and urban

communities are now awakening to the importance of detailed

information in managing their affairs.
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Developing Strategic Information Infrastructure for Urban Canada

This movement is energized by diverse purposes. In some

places, there is a desire to assess, objectively, changing quality of

life or sustainable development. In others, it is a desire to support

wise and informed planning. In yet other places, people feel a

need to make fundamental changes in their community in

response to deep economic dislocation.

An unrecognized component of infrastructure is
public information – reliable measures of diverse
social, economic & political conditions, along with
the apparatus that generates that information….

Healthy communities large & small need as never
before the capacity to acquire or create & use
information. There is a need, in other words, for
community information infrastructure.

Though they may differ in their objectives, such initiatives share

the common trait of utilizing statistical information to guide and

support the management of the community. In this proliferation of

initiatives to develop systematic community statistics, we believe it

is essential to move beyond creation of particular, specific-use

“indicators” (see glossary, pp. 6-7), to also build a broader, more

generalized information capacity that would support continuing,

systematic community profiling and analysis.

With the exception of our largest metropolitan centres,

communities in this country are constrained to use the rather

limited range of information available from the national statistical

system, mainly the census, and selected small-area statistics derived

from social programs. There is now a need in a growing number of

communities for a greater volume of information, a large portion of

which is not easily or affordably obtained off the shelf from

Statistics Canada or other sources. This points to the need for a

community information development strategy where one portion



of the desired information would flow from existing sources and

another portion would be generated .

Why is information becoming a strategic resource, even a

, for guiding community management and development?

In contrast to the long tradition of authority-based municipal

decision-making, civic decision-making today is being democra-

tized. Diverse interests and perspectives are demanding to be

taken into account in the determination of policies and practices

within communities. Publicly available information can provide a

basis for building social consensus and taking co-operative action.

Systematic information can provide a big-picture view of commu-

nity conditions and processes, and thereby encourage citizens and

interest groups to take account of the whole, rather than confine

their attention only to those aspects of the community that are of

particular interest to them. Statistical information is an essential

tool for assessing progress when significant community change,

such as lowering rates of chronic unemployment, for example, is

sought. Reliable information is also necessary both for making the

case to senior levels of government for the community’s inclusion

in partnerships or funding arrangements and for assessing the

local consequences of particular policies and programs.

in and by the community itself

sine

qua non

zation of information, and it does not necessarily require a

bureaucratic solution to be effective. Rather, the term means

.

Procuring the information can be accomplished in one or more

of the following ways:

The contents and organization of the aforementioned cata-

logue/guidebook of potential community indicators is obviously an

important matter. Its selection of statistics for communities, or civic

indicators, must span all the main domains of life in a community,

with a variety of measures for each domain.

The report“Developing Civic Indicators and Community

Accounting in Canada” (P. Reed and A. Yalnizyan) suggests 16

broad categories covering approximately 100 indicators.

a

capacity on the part of municipal officials and lay citizens working together

to select, procure, or create statistical indicators pertaining to their commu-

nity, to proactively distribute the information locally, and to use that

information in public discussion and in community decision-making

�

�

�

Choose it from a catalogue or guidebook that lists 100-150

statistics considered useful for community profiling and

analysis, along with their availability and their location. Such a

community information catalogue or guidebook has yet to

be created.

When a desired indicator is not available off the shelf, create

the information by massaging existing statistics (calculating

ratios or percentages, for example).

When neither the desired indicator nor the raw statistical data

exists, create the information by extracting data from public

community sources (such as the land registry or tax rolls) or by

mobilizing organizations (for example, a local community

college or association) to carry out a small survey or to conduct

key informant interviews.
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What would“community information infrastructure” consist

of? What principles should underlie its design? What statistics

and indicators should be generated, where, and in what form?

The general product of an information infrastructure in any

given community should be a body of information, quantitative

(that is, statistical measures) as well as qualitative (perceptions,

attitudes, judgments, etc., of community members), in a form that

supports public discussion and decision-making on issues of

importance. It could be a body of information produced periodi-

cally (say, once every 3-5 years) or produced one time only to help

citizens make a decision about a large, non-recurring issue.

We mustn’t equate this community information infrastructure

with establishing a community statistical office and attendant

technical services concerned with methodology and processing and

analyzing data in a large number of communities. Although some

communities might choose to do it this way, the principle at the

heart of community information infrastructure is the democrati-

The general product of an information
infrastructure in any given community should be a
body of information, quantitative as well as
qualitative, in a form that supports public discussion
& decision-making on issues of importance ….

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Economic Resources

Work and Employment

Situation of Children

Situation of Young People

Situation of Adults

Families

Population Stability

Destabilizing and Social

Stress Conditions

Institutional Resources

and Capacities

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Community Physical

Facilities

Environment

Time Use

Civic Participation

Social Participation and

Embeddedness

Caring and Contributing

to the Community

Trust and Confidence in

Institutions

Both the domains and their constituent indicators were

selected to support what I have called“community accounting”:

being able to systematically identify and assess the strengths and

assets, and the offsetting weaknesses and liabilities, of any

community, somewhat in the manner suggested by John

McKnight (Asset-Based Community Development Institute,

Evanston, Ill.).

For every listed community indicator, the community

information guidebook would describe whether and where (from



what publication, website, statistical system, or institutional

contact) that statistical measure could be obtained, and the extent

to which it existed in a form that was directly usable or required

additional analytical processing. A 6-category classification of

indicator availability, such as the following, could be used:

Such a classification scheme would permit community personnel

to ascertain the effort and cost entailed in selecting any given

indicator or set of indicators.

What principles should guide the design of community

information infrastructure? Foremost is that the information must

be capable of being acquired or generated, and used, at minimal

cost and effort, by citizens and communities themselves without

extensive assistance from experts and consultants. Indicators must

be intuitively understandable and interpretable without specialized

training. Indicators should be available in time series to enable

tracking change. The selection of potential indicators should take

account of the need for a mix of input, output, and state-of-the-

domain measures. Finally, indicators should be formulated to

permit comparison with conditions in similar communities.

There are significant challenges associated with creating this

capacity in many communities. An immediate issue is the

availability of desired community-level statistics or indicators.

An informal exploratory search that I carried out to ascertain

the availability of a sample of such potential indicators brought

some disconcerting results. One-third could not be located

anywhere. One-quarter were available, or were capable in theory of

being derived from census or sample survey data. One-quarter

could conceivably have been created from administrative data

sources such as the Uniform Crime Reporting Program or Vital

Statistics Program of Statistics Canada. The remaining one-fifth

were available on a national level from sample surveys too small to

yield community-level statistics.

In short, with about half the potential indicators not readily

available, any community that intended to make use of the

indicators sampled in this informal experiment would itself have to

bear the burden of creating them.

How then can communities generate statistical information that

is credible, i.e., based on accepted standards of methodology and

data-gathering procedures? While Statistics Canada produces

“statistics of record” that meet the highest technical standards, it

�

�

�

�

�

�

indicator directly usable; available from Statistics Canada

indicator not available; Statistics Canada data exist but

require manipulation

indicator not available; Statistics Canada data exist but

require custom disaggregation

indicator available from non-Statistics Canada source;

directly usable

indicator not available; non-Statistics Canada data exist;

require manipulation

indicator requires creation of data in community
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In light of these very modest numbers, a low-cost solution to

the need for technical competence in smaller locales might be to

establish a single, small statistical assistance office within an

existing national urban affairs organization, such as the Canadian

Urban Institute or the Federation of Canadian Municipalities.

A corollary issue is the relationship of a community informa-

tion development initiative to the national statistical system.

Confidentiality rules constrain the ability of the organization at the

center of that system, Statistics Canada, to provide some kinds of

finely detailed statistics for specific small communities. Thus, the

democratization of statistical information for community use will

likely take place only if driven by initiatives that come from

communities. They have much to gain from pressing actively for

and participating in the creation of community information

infrastructure in Canada.
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Note: The report “Developing Civic Indicators and Community

Accounting in Canada” is available at www.cedworks.com (go to

“Benchmarks and Indicators”). In the same place find an extensive

bibliography on the community information and indicators literature,

“Sources and Resources for Community Information,” compiled by Warren

Dow, Ph.D., for the Canadian Centre for Community Renewal.

... the information must be capable of being acquired
or generated, & used, at minimal cost & effort, by
citizens & communities themselves without
extensive assistance from experts & consultants.

can be argued that community statistics need not necessarily be

required to be of the same calibre as official national statistics. This

is because the relatively small numbers of people covered by the

statistics for any one community would rarely warrant the imposi-

tion of the highest standards in producing such statistics.

But isn’t a community information development strategy a risky

proposition, given the number and diversity of Canada’s communi-

ties? However diverse they may be, Canada’s urban centres and

communities are not numerous, and few are large. Only four

contain over one million. About 25 have populations between

100,000 and 1 million. There are fewer than 125 with populations

between 10,000 and 99,999. All together, fewer than 200 cities and

communities in Canada contain populations greater than 10,000.




